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We give an algorithm to determine the terms in a Lucas sequence of the first kind
which are of the form k times a square. This algorithm is applied to provide the
points with integral coordinates in certain elliptic curves, as well as to solve certain
exponential equations of the form an&1=bg (where a>1, b are given positive
integers).  1999 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
Let U=(Un)n0 be a binary recurring sequence with parameters P>0,
Q{0 and discriminant D=P2&4Q>0, so the sequence U is non-degenerate.
The following Theorem was proved by Shorey and Stewart [24] and
also by Petho [18]:
(0.1) Let A>0 be an integer. There exists an effectively computable
number C>0 (which depends on A), such that if n>0 and Un=Ag then
n<C.
The value of C derived from the proof of the theorem is too large.
Therefore it is interesting to indicate a practical algorithm which allows to
find all indices n such that Un=Ag. The algorithm indicated in this paper
will require the knowledge of all indices n such that Un=g.
1. PRELIMINARIES ON LUCAS SEQUENCES
Let P>0, Q{0 be integers, D=P2&4Q and let
:=
P+- D
2
, ;=
P&- D
2
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be the roots of X2&PX+Q. Thus P=:+;, Q=:;, D=(:&;)2. We
shall assume that D>0, hence :{;.
Let U=U(P, Q), V=V(P, Q) be the Lucas sequences with parameters
P, Q, which are defined as follows:
U0 =0, U1 =1, Un+2 =PUn+1&QUn ,
V0=2, V1=P, Vn+2=PVn+1&QVn .
As is well known,
Un=
:n&;n
:&;
, Vn=:n+;n
and
V 2n&DU
2
n=4Q
n
for all n0. Since D{0 then Un {0 (for n{0), Vn {0. If gcd(P, Q)=1,
we have the following divisibility properties:
v If Um {1 then Um | Un if and only if m | n.
v If Vm {1 then Vm | Vn if and only if m | n and nm is odd.
Moreover, if d=gcd(m, n) then
gcd(Um , Un)=Ud ,
gcd(Vm , Vn)={Vd1 or 2
if md, nd are odd
otherwise,
gcd(Um , Vn)={Vd1 or 2
if md is even
otherwise.
Also gcd(Um , Q)=gcd(Vm , Q)=1 for all m1. Let P(U)=[ p prime |
there exists n>0 such that p | Un]. If p # P(U) let \( p) be the smallest
integer n>0 such that p | Un . Then \( p)>1 and p | Um if and only if
\( p) | m.
We shall require the following results:
v If P is even and Q is odd then \(2)=2.
v If P is odd and Q is even then 2  P(U).
v If P and Q are odd then \(2)=3.
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Let p be any odd prime.
v If p | P, p |% Q then \( p)=2.
v If p |% P, p | Q then p  P(U).
v If p |% PQ but p | D then \( p)= p.
v If p |% PQD then \( p) divides p&(Dp)= p\1 [where (Dp)
denotes the Legendre symbol].
We observe that for all primes p # P(U) we have \( p)p+1; so if p{2
all prime factors of \( p) are at most equal to p.
2. SOME IDENTITIES
We quote the following well-known identities:
Um+n=UmVn&QnUm&n ,
Vm+n=VmVn&QnVm&n .
Then
U2m =UmVm ,
V2m=V 2m&2Q
m,
U3m=Um(DU 2m+3Q
m)
=Um(V 2m&Q
m),
V3m=Vm(V 2m&3Q
m).
The following fact is also well-known. If n=2em, where e1, and m is
odd, then
Un=Um(VmV2m } } } V2e&1m)
and gcd(Um , VmV2m } } } V2e&1m) divides 2e.
The following results will be very useful.
(2.1) Let k1 be odd. There exists a homogeneous polynomial
fk # Z[X, Y], of degree (k&1)2 such that fk(0, Y)=kY (k&1)2 and such
that if m1 then Ukm=Um fk(U 2m , Q
m).
Proof. Define f1=1 and f3=DX+3Y, so U3m=Um(DU 2m+3Q
m)=
Um f3(U 2m , Q
m). By induction, let k5. Ukm=U(k&2) m+2m=U(k&2) mV2m&
Q2mU(k&4) m . Now
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V2m=V 2m&2Q
m=DU 2m+2Q
m,
U(k&2) m=Um fk&2(U 2m , Q
m),
U(k&4) m=Um fk&4(U 2m , Q
m).
So
Ukm=Um[ fk&2(U 2m , Q
m)(DU 2m+2Q
m)&Q2mfk&4(U 2m , Q
m)]
and we take
fk= fk&2(DX+2Y )&Y 2fk&4 .
Thus fk # Z[X, Y], is homogeneous of degree (k&1)2, and
fk(0, Y )= fk&2(0, Y)_2Y& fk&4(0, Y ) Y 2
=[2(k&2)&(k&4)] Y (k&1)2
=kY (k&1)2.
Finally Ukm=Um fk(U 2m , Q
m) for every m1. K
We deduce
(2.2) For all k, m1, Ukm=UmZ where gcd(Um , Z) divides k.
Proof. Let k=2eh, e0, h odd. If e=0, k=h is odd, Ukm=UmZ
where Z= fk(U 2m , Q
m). If d=gcd(Um , Z) then d | kQm(k&1)2= fk(0, Qm).
But gcd(Um , Q)=1 so d | k.
Let e1 so
Ukm =UhmVhmV2hm } } } V2e&1hm
=Um fk(U 2m , Q
m) Vhm } } } V2e&1hm .
Let Z= fh(U 2m , Q
m) Vhm } } } V2e&1hm so Ukm=UmZ and gcd(Um , Z) divides
gcd(Um , fh(U 2m , Q
m)) 2e which divides h2e=k. K
3. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Let A>0, $=\1. We wish to determine the set S(A, 4$) of all (x, y),
with x>0, y>0, which are a solution of the equation
X2&AY 4=4$. (3.1)
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Similarly, we wish to determine the set S(A, $) of all (x, y) with x>0,
y>0 which are a solution of
X2&AY 4=$. (3.2)
It is enough to consider the equation (3.1) because (x, y) # S(A, $) if and
only if (2x, y) # S(4A, 4$). The above equations correspond to the elliptic
curves with equations
X2Z2&AY 4=4$Z 4, $Z4
respectively, which contain the point (1, 0, 0).
Let A=EB2 where E>0 is square-free and B>0. Then (x, y) # S(A, 4$)
if and only if x2&E(By2)2=4$. Thus, we wish to determine all solutions
(x, y), x>0, y>0 of
X2&EY 2=4$ (3.3)
with y=Bg (B times a square).
The solution of (3.3) is classical. Let
==
v+u - E
2
be the fundamental unit of the real quadratic field Q(- E). We note that
4 |% E, and E#2 or 3 (mod 4) then v, u are even integers, while if E#1
(mod 4) then v#u (mod 2). We have also v>0, u>0. The units of Q(- E)
greater or equal to 1 are =n=(vn+un - E)2 with n0.
Let N(=)=(v2&Eu2)4=\1 be the norm of =. We describe the solutions
of (3.3) with x0, y0. If N(=)=+1, $=+1 then the solutions are
(vn , un) for all n0. If N(=)=+1, $=&1, the equation has no solutions.
If N(=)=&1, $=+1, the solutions are (vn , un) for all even n0. If
N(=)=&1, $=&1 the solutions are (vn , un) for all odd n0.
The integers vn , un are obtained by means of a binary recurring relation,
as we indicate now.
Let P=v, Q=N(=) and consider the binary recurring sequence
U(P, Q)=(Un)n0 , and V(P, Q)=(Vn)n0 with parameters P, Q. We
show:
(3.4) For every n0: un=uUn and vn=Vn .
Proof. u0=0=uU0 , u1=u=uU1 , v0=2=V0 , v1=P=V1 . Assume that
un&1=uUn&1 and vn&1=Vn&1 . Then :===(v+u - E)2, ;=(v&u - E)2
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are the roots of X2&PX+Q, so Un&1=(:n&1&;n&1)(:&;), Vn&1=
:n&1+;n&1 and (:&;)2=u2E. We have
vn+un - E
2
=
vn&1+un&1 - E
2
}
v+u - E
2
so
vn =
1
2
[vn&1v+un&1uE]
=
1
2 _(:n&1+;n&1)(:+;)+
:n&1&;n&1
:&;
(:&;)2&
=:n+;n=Vn
and
un =
1
2
[vn&1 u+un&1v]
=
1
2
u _:n&1+;n&1+:
n&1&;n&1
:&;
} (:+;)&
=uUn . K
In particular, if E=M24 then M is odd, the fundamental unit is
==(M+- M24)2 with N(=)=\1. Then P=M and un=Un , vn=Vn .
By the previous considerations we are led to determine all indices
(respectively even indices, odd indices) n>0 such that un=uUn=Bg. Let
uB=Cg where C is square-free. Then u2Un=uBg=Cg so Un=Cg.
Thus, we are led to the determination of [n>0 | Un=Cg], where P>0,
Q=\1, D=P2&4Q=u2E>0.
We shall consider the more general problem where Q is not required to
be equal to \1, but still gcd(P, Q)=1.
Next we observe that if there exists a prime p dividing C but p  P(U)
then Un {Cg for all n1. So we may assume that every prime factor of
C belongs to P(U).
More generally, let H be a non-empty finite subset of P(U), let p[H] be
the largest prime in H. Let T(H) be the set of square-free positive integers
whose prime factors belong to H and which are divisible by p[H]. We wish
to determine the set NT(H)=[n>0 | Un=tg where t # T(H)]. Clearly if H
is the set of primes dividing C, then [n>0 | Un=Cg] # NT(H) .
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In the next section, we shall consider a ‘‘saturated’’ set H (* ) containing
H and we wish to determine the set NT(H*)=[n>0 | Un=tg, where
t # T(H*)], where T(H*) is defined in the same way as T(H). Let
N0=[n>0 | Un=g] We will indicate an algorithm to determine for all
saturated sets H* the set NT(H*) , assuming that the set N0 is known.
4. SATURATED SETS OF PRIMES
Let H be a non-empty finite set of primes, HP(U). Let p[H] be the
largest prime in H. If H=[2] then H is said to be saturated. If p[H]>2,
we say that H is saturated when the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) If 2 # P(U) then 2 # H;
(2) If q # H, q{2, if p # P(U) and p | \(q) then p # H.
If H is a finite non-empty set of primes, if q is any prime such that
q # P(U) and q p[H], let Hq=[ p # H | pq]. If H is saturated and
q # P(U), qp[H] then Hq is saturated.
Now we show
(4.1) Let <{HP(U). Then there exists a unique minimal saturated
set of primes H* such that HH*P(U) and p[H]= p[H*].
Proof. We prove this by induction on p[H]. If p[H]=2 then H=[2]
and H*=H. We assume now that p[H]=q>2 and proceed by induction.
If \(q)=q and H=[q] let
H*={[q][2, q]
if 2  P(U)
if 2 # P(U).
If H{[q] let H1=H"[q] so H1 {< and p[H1]<q. Let H*=
H1* _ [q]. Since p[H 1*]= p[H1]<q then p[H*]=q. Moreover H* is the
unique smallest saturated set of primes containing H.
If \(q){q, we noted previously that each prime factor of \(q) is less
than q; let H1=(H"[q]) _ [ p prime, p # P(U) | p divides \(q)]. So
p[H1]< p[H]. Let H*=H 1* _ [q], hence p[H*]=q and again H* is the
unique smallest saturated set containing H. K
We give a numerical example. Let P=1, Q=&1 so U(P, Q) is the
sequence of Fibonacci numbers. Let H=[5, 7, 13]. We have \(5)=5,
\(7)=8, \(13)=14. Hence H*=[2, 5, 7, 13].
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5. THE DETERMINATION OF THE SETS NT(H)
Let H be a finite, non-empty saturated set of primes contained in P(U);
as before let p[H] be the largest prime in H. Let T=T(H) and
T =T (H)= .
q # H, qp[H]
T(Hq)
where Hq=[ p # H | pq]. Explicitly, if H=[q1 , q2 , ..., qk] with q1<
q2< } } } <qk= p[H], then T is the set of all qe11 } } } q
ek&1
k&1 with ei=0
or 1 for i=1, ..., k&1. By convention, if H=[q] then T (H)=[1]. Let
Tg=[tg | t # T] and similarly T g=[tg | t # T ] and N=NT=[n>0 |
Un # Tg], N =NT =[n>0 | Un # T g]. In particular, if T =[1] then
NT=N0=[n>0 | Un= g].
We first consider the following special case:
(5.1) Let P, Q be odd and H=[2]. Then N=[n1 | Un=2g]3N0 .
Proof. Since P, Q are odd, then \(2)=3. By [16], N=[n1 |
Un=2g][3, 6]. If U3=2g since U1=1= g then 1 # N0 and 3 # 3N0 .
If U6=2g by [16] U2=P= g and again 6 # 3N0 . So N3N0 . K
(5.2) Let q= p[H], r=\(q) and assume that if H=[2] then PQ is
even. Then there exists l1 such that NrN _ r2N _ } } } _ rlN 
Proof. Suppose there exists n # N"(i=1 r
iN ). Let n be the smallest
such integer. From Un # Tg then q | Un so r | n. Let n=rm; since r2 then
m<n. By (2.2), Un=Um Z and d=gcd(Um , Z) divides r. Every prime
factor of r is at most equal to q, because if q=2 then PQ is even and since
2 # P(U) then \(2)=2. So every prime factor of d is at most equal to q.
Since Un # Tg then
(1) {Um d # TgZd # T g or (2) {
Um d # T g
Zd # Tg.
This gives (not necessarily respectively)
(1) {Um # TgZ # T g or (2) {
Um # T g
Z # Tg.
Since m<n and n is the smallest integer in N"(i=1 r
iN ) in case (1)
from m  N it follows that m # U i=1r
iN hence n=rm # i=1 r
iN , which is
impossible. In case (2), m # N so n=rm # rN , which is again impossible.
By Theorem (0.1), N is a finite set. Since r2 there exists a prime p | r.
Let e=max[vp(n) | n # N]. If i0 vp(r)>e then n  i=0 r
iN for every n # N
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because vp(n)e<ivp(r) so r i |% n. Therefore there exists l1 such that
N li=1 r
iN . K
With the same hypothesis and notations of (5.2), we have
(5.3) Let i1 be such that N & riN =<. Then N & rhi+ jN N & r jN for
j=1, ..., i and h1.
Proof. Let i ji, h=1 and n # N & ri+ jN . So n=r jm with m # riN .
By (2.2) Un=UmZ with gcd(Um , Z)=d dividing r j. By the hypothesis,
every prime factor of d is at most equal to q. As in the preceding proof, we
have
(1) {Um # TgZ # T g or (2) {
Um # T g
Z # Tg.
In case (1) m # N & riN =<, which is impossible. In case (2), m # N so
n=r jm # N & r jN .
We proceed by induction on h>1. Let n # N & rhi+ jN so n=r(h&1) i+ jm
where m # riN . Again Un=UmZ with gcd(Um , Z) | r(h&1) i+ j and
(1) {Um # TgZ # T g or (2) {
Um # T g
Z # Tg.
In case (1), m # N & riN =<, which is impossible. In case (2), m # N so
n # N & r(h&1) i+ jN N & r jN , by induction. K
6. THE ALGORITHM
Let H be a finite non-empty saturated set of primes contained in P(U)
and let p[H] be the largest prime in H.
We assume that N0=[n>0 | Un= g] is known. We indicate how to
determine NT(H) .
(6.1) Let H=[2] and NT(H)=[n1 | Un=2g].
(a) If PQ is odd then NT(H) [3, 6].
(b) If PQ is even (hence P is even, Q is odd because 2 # P(U)), then
NT(H)  li=1 2
iN0 where l is the largest integer such that NT(H) &
2lN0 {<; or NT(H)=< when NT(H) & 2N0=<.
Proof. (a) This statement was proved in [16]. (b) Since PQ is even, we
may apply (5.2) and (5.3), thus proving (b). K
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Now let p[H]>2. For each prime q # P(U), q< p[H], Hq=
[ p # H | pq] is saturated and we assume that NT(Hq) has been deter-
mined, so N =NT (H)=q< p[H] NT(Hq) has been determined. As already
observed, if H=[ p[H]] then N =N0 , which is assumed to be known.
Then
(6.2) NT(H) li=1 r
iN where q= p[H], r=\(q), l1 is the largest
integer such that N & r lN {<; or NT(H)=< when N & rN =<.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (5.2) and (5.3). K
The above results allow to compute NT(H) for all saturated sets of primes
contained in P(U). In the final section we illustrate the method with
numerical examples.
The following remark is pertinent. If t>0 is a square-free integer and
Um=tg, Un=tg (with n{m) then UmUn= g. In this case, we say that
Um , Un are in the same square-class of the sequence U. If P, Q are odd,
the square-classes have been completely determined by Ribenboim and
McDaniel [23]. There are finitely many square classes containing 2 or 3
elements; all the other square classes consist of only one element. In [21],
it was shown that all the square-classes of the sequences U(Q+1, Q)
(where Q>1) are trivial; thus for every square-free C>0 (and every Q>1)
there exists at most one index n>0 such that Un(Q+1, Q)=Cg. These
results imply that the number of steps of the algorithm is small.
7. SQUARES IN LUCAS SEQUENCES
Let P>0, Q{0 be relatively prime integers such that D=P2&4Q>0.
The algorithm indicated requires the knowledge of the set N0=
[n>0 | Un(P, Q)= g]. We mention below some cases when N0 is known.
The first result concerns the squares in the sequence of Fibonacci
numbers (P=1, Q=&1), which were determined independently by Cohn
[2, 3] and Wyler [25]:
[n | Un(1, &1)= g]=[1, 2, 12],
that is 1, 144 are the only square Fibonacci numbers. For P odd, Q=\1,
Cohn [5, 7] determined the squares in the sequences U(P, \1). More
generally, if P, Q are odd and as above, then McDaniel and Ribenboim
[16] proved that if Un(P, Q)= g then n # [1, 2, 3, 6, 12].
Cohn [5, 7], has also determined for all P>0, P odd, the sets
[n | Un(P, \1)=2g]. Again, McDaniel and Ribenboim extended Cohn’s
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result and have shown that for all P, Q odd, as above, [n | Un(P, Q)=2g]
[3, 6].
For PQ even, N0 is only known in special cases. If P=2, Q=&1 we
have the sequence of Pell numbers. Ljunggren showed [12]: Un(2, &1)
= g if and only if n=1 or 7, thus 1 and 169 are the only square Pell numbers.
It was also shown by Ljunggren [14] and Bumby [1] that if P=4,
Q=&1 and Un(4, &1)= g then n=1 or 2.
Cohn [9] obtained also results for certain pairs of parameters (P, Q),
where P is even, Q=\1. If Q>1 and P=Q+1 then Un=Qn&1Q&1.
Ljunggren [13] showed that if n>2 and Un= g then (Q, n)=(7, 4) or
(3, 5). Moreover, U2= g exactly when Q+1= g.
For P=2P0 , Q=\1 and C>0 square-free, the number of indices n>0
such that Un=Cg is in relation with the number of solutions of certain
diophantine equation as we indicate now.
If Un=Cy2, from V 2n&(P
2&4Q) U 2n=4Q
n it follows that Vn=2x and
x2&(P20&Q) C
2y4=\1.
Cohn ([5, 7, 9) and Ljunggren ([10, 12, 15]) studied the equations
X2&AY 4=1, (7.1)
X2&AY 4=&1 (7.2)
as well as
X2&AY 4=4, (7.3)
X2&AY 4=&4, (7.4)
where A>0, A not a square. As shown by Ljunggren, the Eq. (7.1) has at
most two solutions. If the fundamental unit = of the ring Z[- A] is deter-
mined, then the existing solutions are provided by = and =2, except when
A=1785, when they are provided by =, =4.
Ljunggren stated that the number of solutions of (7.2) is effectively
bounded. If the fundamental unit of the field Q(- A) is not a fundamental
unit of the ring Z[- A] then the Eq. (7.2) has also at most two solutions.
Ljunggren showed also that the solutions of (7.1) and (7.2) may be
effectively computed.
Ljunggren determined explicitly that the solutions in positive integers of
X2&2Y 4=&1 are (x, y)=(1, 1), (239, 13) while X2&2Y 4=1 has no
solutions. It follows that for P even, Q=\1 and C>0, C square-free, the
set [n>0 | Un=Cg] has at most 2 elements in the cases indicated above.
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8. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
(I) Let P=1, Q=&1 so U is the sequence of Fibonacci numbers.
Then N0=[1, 2, 12], as it was proved by Cohn [2, 3] and also by Wyler
[25]. Let C=35. We shall determine the set [n>0 | Un=35g].
We have \(5)=5, \(7)=8 so the smallest saturated set of primes
containing [5, 7] is H=[2, 5, 7]. Let N1=[n>0 | Un=2g]. As proved
by Cohn, N1=[3, 6]. Let H5=[2, 5] and N2=NT(H5)=[n>0 | Un=5g
or 10g]. Let N 2=N0 _ N1=[1, 2, 3, 6, 12]. Then N2 5N 2 _ 25N 2
_ } } } . But 5N 2=[5, 10, 15, 30, 60] and U5=5g so 5 # N2 , while U10 ,
U15 , U30 , U60  [5g, 10g]. Next 25N 2=[25, 50, 75, 150, 300] but U25 ,
U50 , U75 , U150 , U300  [5g, 10g]. This may be seen by direct computa-
tion which is somewhat long. It may also be seen as follows. We note that
2 | Un exactly when 3 | n and 3 | Un whenever 4 | n. If k # [1, 2, 3, 6, 12] then
U25k=5g implies that U25kU5= g; this is impossible since the square-
class of U5 is trivialsee Ribenboim [20]. Next if U25k=10g then 3 | k
so k # [3, 6, 12]. But U75=U25(5U 225&3), gcd(U25 , 5U
2
25&3)=1 (since
3 |% U25), so U25= g or 5gboth cases are impossible. If U150=
U50(5U 250+3) again U50= g or 5g, impossible. If U300=U100(5U
2
100+3)
=10g, then similarly U50 V50=U100=3g or 15g; but gcd(U50 , V50)=1
so U50= g, 5g and both cases are impossible.
Thus N2=[5]. Let N 3=N0 _ N1 _ N2=[1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 12]. Let N3=
[n1 | Un=7g, 14g, 35g, 70g].
Since \(7)=8 then N3 8N 3 _ 82N 3 _ } } } . We have 8N 3=[8, 16, 24,
40, 48, 96] and for every n # 8N 3 , Un  [7g, 14g, 35g, 70g]. This may
be seen by direct calculation or by an argument similar to the preceding
one. Thus N3=<. In particular, [n1 | Un=35g]=<. It follows that
the only solution in non-negative integers of X2&125_49Y 4=4 is (2, 0),
while
X2&125_49Y 4=&4
has no solutions in non-negative integers.
(II) Let P=2, Q=&1 so D=P2&4Q=8. As already indicated
N0=[1, 7]. Let C=91. We shall determine the set [n>0 | Un=91g]. We
have \(7)=6, \(13)=7, \(3)=4, so the smallest saturated set of primes
containing [7, 13] is H=[2, 3, 7, 13]. Let N1=[n>0 | Un=2g]. We
have N1 2N0 _ 22N0 _ } } } . But 2N0=[2, 14], with U2=2g, U14 {2g.
Also 4N0=[4, 28] with U4 , U28 {2g. Thus N1=[2].
Let N 2=N0 _ N1=[1, 2, 7] and N2=[n>0 | Un=3g, 6g]. We have
\(3)=4 so N2 4N 2 _ 42N 2 _ } } } . But 4N 2=[4, 8, 28] and U4=3g,
U8 , U28  [3g, 6g]. Also 16N 2=[16, 32, 112] and U16 , U32 , U112 
[3g, 6g]. Hence N2=[3].
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Let N 3=N0 _ N1 _ N2=[1, 2, 3, 7] and N3=[n>0 | Un=7g, 14g,
21g, 42g]. We have \(7)=6 so N3 6N 3 _ 62N 3 _ } } } . But 6N 3=
[6, 12, 18, 42] and Un  [7g, 14g, 21g, 42g] for all n # 6N 3 . Thus
N3=<.
Let N 4=N0 _ N1 _ N2 _ N3=[1, 2, 3, 7]. Let N4=[n>0 | Un=13g,
26g, 39g, 91g, 78g, 182g, 273g, 546g]. Since \(13)=7 then N4 
7N 4 _ 72N 4 _ } } } . But N4 & 7N 4=<. Hence N4=< and in particular
[n>0 | Un=91g]=<. It follows that the equations
X2&8_49_169Y 4=\4
have no solutions in positive integers.
(III) In a recent paper [17] Mignotte and Petho used a different
method to prove: If P4, Q=1, n4 and Un(P, Q) # [ g, 2g, 3g, 6g]
then P=338, n=4, with U4(338, 1)= g.
We shall obtain their result using our method and a result of Ljunggren
already quoted in the preceding section. We first determine all P4, n4
such that Un(P, 1)= g. Let P be odd. By [16], n=6, 12. The latter case
is excluded, since it implies that Q#&1 (mod 120) (see [16]). We have
U6=U3 V3=(P2&1)(P2&3) P with gcd(P2&1, P2&3)=2. Since U6= g
and P>3 then P2&1=2g, P2&3=2g so 1 would be the difference of
two positive squares, an absurdity.
If P=2P0 , from V 2n&(P
2&4) U 2n=4 it follows that Vn=2vn , Un=u
2
n
and (vn , un) is a solution of X2&(P20&1) Y
4=1. The fundamental unit of
the order Z[- P20&1] is ==P0+- P20&1 # Z[- P20&1]. It provides the
solution (P0 , 1). According to Ljunggren’s result, the equation has at most
one other solution in positive integers, which corresponds to =2 if
Q(- P20&1){Q(- 1785) and corresponds to =4 when Q(- P20&1)=
Q(- 1785). We consider the first case.
From =2=(2P20&1)+2P0 - P20&1, if (2P20&1)2&(P20&1) } 16P40=1
we deduce that P0=1 so D=P2&4=0, which is contrary to the
hypothesis.
In the second case, since the fundamental unit of Q(- 1785) is 169+
16 - 1785 then P=338; now =4 gives rise to a solution of the above equa-
tion; explicitly U4(338, 1)=2392_262. We note that U3=P2&1{ g.
Thus, we have shown that if P{338, P4 then N0 [1, 2], while if
P=338 then N0 [1, 2, 4]. Moreover, 2 # N0 exactly when P= g. Let
N1=[n1 | Un=2g]. If P is odd, then by [16], N1 [3, 6]. But if U6=
2g then Q#&1 (mod 8) (see [16]) and this case is excluded, so
N1 [3].
The discussion when P is even is somewhat longer but easy. Now
\(2)=2 and N1 2N0 _ 22N0 _ } } } where N0 [1, 2, 4] with 2 # N0
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when P= g and 4 # N0 when P=338. We have N1 [2, 4, 8] _
[4, 8, 16] _ } } } . 2 # N1 exactly when P=2g. If U4=2g then
{U2V2
=P= g
=P2&2=2g
or {=2g= g.
The first case gives &1# g (mod 8) which is impossible. The second
case is impossible, since P2&2{ g. If U8=2g then
{U4V4
=2g
= g
or {= g=2g
The first case was shown to be impossible. In the second case P=338 so
V4=V 22&2{2g, as seen by direct computation. If U16=2g then
{U8=2gU8= g or {
V8= g
V8=2g.
Both cases are impossible, since 8  N1 , 8  N0 . This implies that N1=<
when P{2g and N1=[2] when P=2g.
We have N 2=N0 _ N1 [1, 2, 4] and 2 # N 2 whenever P= g or 2g
and 4 # N 2 when P=338. Let N2=[n1 | Un=3g or 6g]. We have
\(3)={2 if 3 | P3 if 2 |% P .
First we assume that 3 | P, so N2  2N 2 _ 4N 2 _ } } }  [2, 4, 8] _
[4, 8, 16] _ } } } . If U4=3g since gcd(U2 , V2)=2 then
{U2=6gV2
=P
=P2&2=2g
or {=2g=6g.
But P2&2{2g and P2&2{6g (as seen modulo 3). If U4=6g we have
similarly
{U2=2gV2 =P2&2=3g or {
= g
=6g
or {=6g= g or {
=3g
=2g.
The first three cases are impossible, and the last case is also impossible (as
seen modulo 3). If U8=3g then
{U4V4
=2g
=6g
or {=6g=2g
But 4  N1 and U4 {6g as seen above. If U8=6g then
{U4V4
=2g
=3g
or {= g=6g or {
=6g
= g
or {=3g=2g
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Cases 1, 3, 4 have been shown to be impossible. In case 2, P=338 and this
is impossible, since 3 | P. If U16=3g then
{U8V8
=2g
=6g
or {=6g=2g
and both cases are impossible, as seen above. If U16=6g then
{U8V8
=2g
=3g
or {= g=6g or {
=6g
= g
or {=3g=2g
and all cases are impossible, as seen above. Thus N2 [2] and 2 # N2
exactly when P=3g or 6g.
Now we assume that 3 |% P hence \(3)=3 and therefore N2 3N 2 _
9N 2 _ } } }  [3, 6, 12] _ [9, 18, 36] _ } } } . We have U6 = U3V3 with
gcd(U3 , V3) = 1, V3 = P(P2&3) so 3 |% V3 and gcd(P, P2&3) = 1. If
U6=3g then
{U3V3
=3g
= g
hence
{P= gP2&3= g
therefore P=2, an absurdity. If U6=6g then
{U3V3
=3g
=2g
hence
{P=2gP2&3= g
so P=2, which was excluded. If U12=3g then
{U6V6
=2g
=6g
or {=6g=2g.
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Since V6=V 23&20 (mod 3) then the first case is impossible while the
second case was already excluded. If U12=6g then
{U6V6
=2g
=3g
or {= g=6g or {
=6g
= g
or {=3g=2g
and as before we see that all cases are impossible.
We have U9=U3(V 23&1)=U3(DU
2
3+3) so gcd(U3 , V
2
3&1)=3. If
U9=3 then
{U3=3gV 23&1= g or {
= g
=3g.
The first case implies that V3=P(P2&3)=1 which is impossible. Since
3  N0 then the second case is impossible. Since U9 is odd then U9 {6g.
Let U18=U9V9=3g or 6g. We have gcd(U9 , V9)=1 and since 2 |% U9 ,
we have the following cases:
{U9V9
= g
=3g
or {=3g= g,
respectively
{U9V9
= g
=6g
or {=3g=2g.
But 9  N0 and U9 {3g so both cases are impossible. If U36=U18 V18=
3g or 6g since gcd(U18 , V18=2 then
{U18V18
=2g
=6g
or {=6g=3g,
respectively
{U18V18
=2g
=3g
or {= g=6g or {
=6g
= g
or {=3g=2g.
As already seen, all cases are impossible. We conclude that N2 [3]. This
concludes the proof of the result of Mignotte and Petho .
This result may be interpreted in terms of diophantine equations as
follows: Let P4. The only solution (x, y), with x>0, yP of
X2&(P2&4) Y 4=4
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is P=338, y=26_239. If P4 the equations
X2&(P2&4) 4Y 4=4,
X2&(P2&4) 9Y 4=4,
X2&(P2&4) 36Y 4=4
have no solution in positive integers x, y where yP.
(IV) Let Q>1, P=Q+1 so Un=(Qn&1)(Q&1). As already
quoted, N0=[n1 | Un= g] has been determined:
N0={
[1]
[1, 2]
[1, 2, 5]
[1, 4]
if Q{3, 7, P{ g,
if Q{3, 7, P= g,
if Q=3,
if Q=7.
We shall apply our method to determine N1=[n1 | Un=2g]. If Q is
even then P is odd, so 2  P(U), hence N1=<. Now we assume Q odd, so
P is even and \(2)=2. Thus
N1 2N0 _ 4N0 _ } } } .
We distinguish several cases:
(a) Q{3, 7, P{ g.
We have 2 # N1 exactly when P=2g. We show that 4  N1 . If
2g=U4=U2 V2 , with gcd(U2 , V2)=2, then
{U2=P= gV2 =P2&2Q=Q2+1=2g or {
=2g
= g
.
The first case is impossible and so is the second case. Thus
N1={<[2]
if P{2g
if P=2g.
(b) Q{3, 7, P= g.
Now 2  N1 and 4 # N1 if and only if Q2+1=2g. We show that 8  N1 .
If 2g=U8=U4 V4 with gcd(U4 , V4)=2 then
{U4V4
= g
=2g
or {=2g= g.
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The first case is impossible. In the second case U4=2g implies that
Q2+1=2g. On the other hand g=V 22&2Q
2=Q4+1{ g. Similarly
16  N1 . Thus
N3={<[4]
if Q2+1{2g
if Q2+1=2g.
(c) Q=3, so that P=4. We have Un=(3n&1)2=2g if and only
if 3n&1= g. Now N1 [2, 4, 10] _ [4, 8, 20] _ } } } .
We have 32&1{ g, 34&1{ g, 310&1{ g thus N1=<.
(d) Q=7 so P=8=2g hence 2 # N1 . We have
Un=(7n&1)6=2g if and only if 7n&1=3g. Now N1 [2, 8], [4, 16].
But 74&1{3g, 78&1{3g, 716&1{3g, hence N1=[2].
This concludes the determination of N1 in all cases.
(V) Let a>1, b1 be given integers where b is square-free. We
illustrate how the algorithm may be applied to find all integers n1 such
that
an&1=bg.
Since a&1 divides an&1 then bg(a&1)=cg, where c is square-free and
therefore we are required to determine the exponents n such that
Un(a+1, a)=cg.
For example, we indicate how to solve 11n&1=7g. Then Un(12, 11)
=70g. Since \(5)=5, \(7)=3 then H*=[2, 3, 5, 7]. Let N0=
[n1 | Un= g]. As already indicated N0=[1]. Let N1=[n1 | Un=2g].
Since \(2)=2 then N1 [2, 4, ...]. But 2  N1 since (112&1)(11&1){ g.
Thus N1=<.
Let N 2=N0 _ N1=[1] and N2=[n1 | Un=3g, 6g]. We have
\(3)=2, so N2 2N 2 _ 4N 2 _ } } } =[2, 4, ...]. We have U2=3g, so
2 # N2 . Also U2 {6g. If U2V2=U4=3g or 6g then
{U2V2
=6g
=2g
or {=2g=6g,
respectively
{U2V2
=3g
=2g
or {=6g= g or {
= g
=6g
or {=2g=3g.
All cases are impossible as seen at once. Thus N2=[2].
Let N 3=N0 _ N1 _ N2=[1, 2]. Since \(5)=5 then N3=[n1 |
Un = 5g, 10g, 15g, 30g]  5N 3 _ 25N 3 _ } } } . But 3 | 115&1, so
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115&1{3g, 6g. Also 115&1{ g, 2g. It follows that 5  N3 . We show
that 1110&1{ g, 2g, 3g, 6g, otherwise
{11
5&1=2g
115+1=2g
or {g2g or {
2g
g
or {6g2g or {
2g
6g
or {3g2g
or {6gg or {
g
6g
or {3g2g
and by the above all cases are impossible. Thus N3=<. Let N 4=N 3 _
N3=[1, 2] and N4=[n | Un=7g, 14g, 21g, 35g, 42g, 70g, 105g,
210g]. We have \(7)=3, so N4 3N 4 _ 9N 4 ...=[3, 6, 9, 18, ...]. But
U3 {70g. If U3 V3=U6=70g then
{U3V3
=70g
= g
or {35g2g or {
14g
5g
or {10g7g or {
5g
14g
or {2g35g or {
2g
70g
But U3=7_19, so all the above cases are impossible. This proves that
11n&1{7g for all n1.
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